Radical Markets Uprooting Capitalism And Democracy For A Just
Society
Eventually, you will enormously discover a further experience and achievement by spending more cash. yet when? pull off you endure that you
require to get those every needs gone having significantly cash? Why dont you try to acquire something basic in the beginning? Thats something that
will guide you to comprehend even more not far off from the globe, experience, some places, with history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your extremely own epoch to feint reviewing habit. among guides you could enjoy now is Radical Markets Uprooting Capitalism And
Democracy For A Just Society below.

The Citizen's Share - Joseph R. Blasi 2013-11-26
The idea of workers owning the businesses where they work is not new.
In America’s early years, Washington, Adams, Jefferson, and Madison
believed that the best economic plan for the Republic was for citizens to
have some ownership stake in the land, which was the main form of
productive capital. This book traces the development of that share idea
in American history and brings its message to today's economy, where
business capital has replaced land as the source of wealth creation.div
/DIVdivBased on a ten-year study of profit sharing and employee
ownership at small and large corporations, this important and insightful
work makes the case that the Founders’ original vision of sharing
ownership and profits offers a viable path toward restoring the middle
class. Blasi, Freeman, and Kruse show that an ownership stake in a
corporation inspires and increases worker loyalty, productivity, and
innovation. Their book offers history-, economics-, and evidence-based
policy ideas at their best./DIV
Capitalism and Desire - Todd McGowan 2016-09-20
Despite creating vast inequalities and propping up reactionary world
regimes, capitalism has many passionate defenders—but not because of
what it withholds from some and gives to others. Capitalism dominates,
Todd McGowan argues, because it mimics the structure of our desire
while hiding the trauma that the system inflicts upon it. People from all
backgrounds enjoy what capitalism provides, but at the same time are
told more and better is yet to come. Capitalism traps us through an
incomplete satisfaction that compels us after the new, the better, and the
more. Capitalism's parasitic relationship to our desires gives it the
illusion of corresponding to our natural impulses, which is how
capitalism's defenders characterize it. By understanding this psychic
strategy, McGowan hopes to divest us of our addiction to capitalist
enrichment and help us rediscover enjoyment as we actually experienced
it. By locating it in the present, McGowan frees us from our attachment
to a better future and the belief that capitalism is an essential outgrowth
of human nature. From this perspective, our economic, social, and
political worlds open up to real political change. Eloquent and enlivened
by examples from film, television, consumer culture, and everyday life,
Capitalism and Desire brings a new, psychoanalytically grounded
approach to political and social theory.
The Code of Capital - Katharina Pistor 2020-11-03
"Capital is the defining feature of modern economies, yet most people
have no idea where it actually comes from. What is it, exactly, that
transforms mere wealth into an asset that automatically creates more
wealth? The Code of Capital explains how capital is created behind
closed doors in the offices of private attorneys, and why this little-known
fact is one of the biggest reasons for the widening wealth gap between
the holders of capital and everybody else. In this revealing book,
Katharina Pistor argues that the law selectively "codes" certain assets,
endowing them with the capacity to protect and produce private wealth.
With the right legal coding, any object, claim, or idea can be turned into
capital - and lawyers are the keepers of the code. Pistor describes how
they pick and choose among different legal systems and legal devices for
the ones that best serve their clients' needs, and how techniques that
were first perfected centuries ago to code landholdings as capital are
being used today to code stocks, bonds, ideas, and even expectations-assets that exist only in law. A powerful new way of thinking about one of
the most pernicious problems of our time, The Code of Capital explores
the different ways that debt, complex financial products, and other assets
are coded to give financial advantage to their holders. This provocative
book paints a troubling portrait of the pervasive global nature of the
code, the people who shape it, and the governments that enforce it."-Provided by publisher.
Why Some Things Should Not Be for Sale - Debra Satz 2012-04-19
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In Why Some Things Should Not Be for Sale, philosopher Debra Satz
takes a penetrating look at those commodity exchanges that strike most
of us as problematic.
Before Babylon, Beyond Bitcoin - David Birch 2017-06-15
Technology is changing money: it has been transformed from physical
objects to intangible information. With the arrival of smart cards, mobile
phones and Bitcoin it has become easier than ever to create new forms of
money. Crucially, money is also inextricably connected with our
identities. Your card or phone is a security device that can identify you –
and link information about you to your money. To see where these
developments might be taking us, David Birch looks back over the history
of money, spanning thousands of years. He sees in the past, both recent
and ancient, evidence for several possible futures. Looking further back
to a world before cash and central banks, there were multiple
‘currencies’ operating at the level of communities, and the use of barter
for transactions. Perhaps technology will take us back to the future, a
future that began back in 1971, when money became a claim backed by
reputation rather than by physical commodities of any kind. Since then,
money has been bits. The author shows that these phenomena are not
only possible in the future, but already upon us. We may well want to
make transactions in Tesco points, Air Miles, Manchester United pounds,
Microsoft dollars, Islamic e-gold or Cornish e-tin. The use of cash is
already in decline, and is certain to vanish from polite society. The
newest technologies will take money back to its origins: a substitute for
memory, a record of mutual debt obligations within multiple overlapping
communities. This time though, money will be smart. It will be money
that reflects the values of the communities that produced it. Future
money will know where it has been, who has been using it and what they
have been using it for.
Everything for Everyone - Nathan Schneider 2018-09-11
The origins of the next radical economy is rooted in a tradition that has
empowered people for centuries and is now making a comeback. A new
feudalism is on the rise. While monopolistic corporations feed their spoils
to the rich, more and more of us are expected to live gig to gig. But, as
Nathan Schneider shows, an alternative to the robber-baron economy is
hiding in plain sight; we just need to know where to look. Cooperatives
are jointly owned, democratically controlled enterprises that advance the
economic, social, and cultural interests of their members. They often
emerge during moments of crisis not unlike our own, putting people in
charge of the workplaces, credit unions, grocery stores, healthcare, and
utilities they depend on. Everything for Everyone chronicles this
revolution--from taxi cooperatives keeping Uber at bay, to an outspoken
mayor transforming his city in the Deep South, to a fugitive building a
fairer version of Bitcoin, to the rural electric co-op members who are
propelling an aging system into the future. As these pioneers show, coops are helping us rediscover our capacity for creative, powerful, and fair
democracy.
Rachid Ghannouchi - Azzam S. Tamimi 2001-11-15
Tamimi introduces the thought of Sheikh Rachid Ghannouchi, the
renowned Islamist political activist who heads Tunisia's most important-albeit banned--Islamist political opposition to the current authoritarian
regime of Zine Abidine Ben Ali. Ghannouchi is the leader of a school in
modern Islamic political thought that advocates democracy and
pluralism. While insisting on the compatibility of democracy with Islam,
he believes that because of their secular foundations, contemporary
forms of liberal democracy may not suit Muslim societies. Ghannouchi
insists, however, that Islam is compatible with Western thought in
matters concerning the system of government, human rights, and civil
liberties.
From Bitcoin to Burning Man and Beyond - John Clippinger
2014-08-01
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What can we learn from Bitcoin and Burning Man about re-inventing
money and designing better forms of self-governance? Why are
“decentralized autonomous organizations” the next great Internet
disruption? From Bitcoin to Burning Man and Beyond: The Quest for
Autonomy and Identity in a Digital Society explores a new generation of
digital technologies that are re-imagining the very foundations of
identity, governance, trust and social organization. The fifteen essays of
this book stake out the foundations of a new future – a future of open
Web standards and data commons, a society of decentralized
autonomous organizations, a world of trustworthy digital currencies and
self-organized and expressive communities like Burning Man. Among the
contributors are Alex “Sandy” Pentland of the M.I.T. Human Dynamics
Laboratory, former FCC Chairman Reed E. Hundt, long-time IBM
strategist Irving Wladawksy-Berger, monetary system expert Bernard
Lietaer, Silicon Valley entrepreneur Peter Hirshberg, journalist Jonathan
Ledgard and H-Farm cofounder Maurizio Rossi. From Bitcoin to Burning
Man and Beyond was edited by Dr. John H. Clippinger, cofounder and
executive director of ID3, [http://www.idcubed.org] and David Bollier,
[http://www.bollier.org] an Editor at ID3 who is also an author, blogger
and scholar who studies the commons. The book, published by ID3 in
association with Off the Common Books, reflects ID3’s vision of the huge,
untapped potential for self-organized, distributed governance on open
platforms. One chapter that inspires the book’s title traces the 28-year
history of Burning Man, the week-long encampment in the Nevada desert
that have hosted remarkable experimentation in new forms of selfgovernance by large communities. Other chapters explore such cuttingedge concepts as: • evolvable digital contracts that could supplant
conventional legal agreements; • smartphone currencies that could help
Africans meet their economic needs more effective; • the growth of the
commodity-backed Ven currency; and • new types of “solar currencies”
that borrow techniques from Bitcoin to enable more efficient, costeffective solar generation and sharing by homeowners. From Bitcoin to
Burning Man and Beyond also introduces the path-breaking software
platform that ID3 has developed called “Open Mustard Seed,” or OMS.
https://idcubed.org/open-platform/platform The just-released open source
program enables the rise of new types of trusted, self-healing digital
institutions on open networks, which in turn will make possible new sorts
of privacy-friendly social ecosystems. (YouTube video on OMS.)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tMCzibfVo3M “OMS is an integrated,
open source package of programs that lets people collect and share
personal information in secure, and transparent and accountable ways,
enabling authentic, trusted social and economic relationships to
flourish,” said Dr. Clippinger. Introduction 1. Alex Pentland Social
Computing and Big Data 2. John H. Clippinger Why Self-Sovereignty
Matters 3. David Bollier & John H. Clippinger The Next Great Internet
Disruption 4. Maurizio Rossi The New Mestieri Culture of Artisans 5.
Peter Hirshberg Burning Man 6. Irving Wladawsky-Berger The Internet
of Money 7. Bernard Lietaer Why Complementary Currencies Are
Necessary to Financial Stability 8. Stan Stalnaker Ven and the Nature of
Money 9. Reed E. Hundt, Jeffrey Schub & Joseph R. Schottenfeld Green
Coins 10. Jonathan Ledgard Africa, Digital Identity and the Beginning of
the End for Coins 11. Mihaela Ulieru The Logic of Holonic Systems 12.
Jeremy Pitt & Ada Diaconescu The Algorithmic Governance of CommonPool Resources 13. Thomas Hardjono, Patrick Deegan & John H.
Clippinger The ID3 Open Mustard Seed Platform 14. Patrick Deegan The
Relational Matrix: 15. Harry Halpin The Necessity of Standards for the
Open Society
Everything for Sale - Robert Kuttner 1999-05-15
In this highly acclaimed, provocative book, Robert Kuttner disputes the
laissez-faire direction of both economic theory and practice that has been
gaining in prominence since the mid-1970s. Dissenting voices, Kuttner
argues, have been drowned out by a stream of circular arguments and
complex mathematical models that ignore real-world conditions and
disregard values that can't easily be turned into commodities. With its
brilliant explanation of how some sectors of the economy require a blend
of market, regulation, and social outlay, and a new preface addressing
the current global economic crisis, Kuttner's study will play an important
role in policy-making for the twenty-first century. "The best survey of the
limits of free markets that we have. . . . A much needed plea for
pragmatism: Take from free markets what is good and do not hesitate to
recognize what is bad."—Jeff Madrick, Los Angeles Times "It ought to be
compulsory reading for all politicians—fortunately for them and us, it is
an elegant read."—The Economist "Demonstrating an impressive mastery
of a vast range of material, Mr. Kuttner lays out the case for the market's
insufficiency in field after field: employment, medicine, banking,
radical-markets-uprooting-capitalism-and-democracy-for-a-just-society

securities, telecommunications, electric power."—Nicholas Lemann, New
York Times Book Review "A powerful empirical broadside. One by one,
he lays on cases where governments have outdone markets, or at least
performed well."—Michael Hirsh, Newsweek "To understand the
economic policy debates that will take place in the next few years, you
can't do better than to read this book."—Suzanne Garment, Washington
Post Book World
Key Thinkers of the Radical Right - Mark Sedgwick 2019-01-08
Since the start of the twenty-first century, the political mainstream has
been shifting to the right. The liberal orthodoxy that took hold in the
West as a reaction to the Second World War is breaking down. In
Europe, populist political parties have pulled the mainstream in their
direction; in America, a series of challenges to the Republican
mainstream culminated in the 2016 election of Donald Trump. In Key
Thinkers of the Radical Right, sixteen expert scholars explain sixteen
thinkers, providing an introduction to their life and work, a guide to their
thought, and an explanation of their work's reception. The chapters focus
on thinkers who are widely read across the political right in both Europe
and America, such as Julius Evola, Alain de Benoist, and Richard B.
Spencer. Featuring classic, modern, and emerging thinkers, this
selection provides a good representation of the intellectual right and
avoids making political or value judgments. In an increasingly polarized
political environment, Key Thinkers of the Radical Right offers a
comprehensive and unbiased introduction to the thinkers who form the
foundation of the radical right.
The Origin of Wealth - Eric D. Beinhocker 2006
Beinhocker has written this work in order to introduce a broad audience
to what he believes is a revolutionary new paradigm in economics and its
implications for our understanding of the creation of wealth. He
describes how the growing field of complexity theory allows for
evolutionary understanding of wealth creation, in which business designs
co-evolve with the evolution of technologies and organizational
innovations. In addition to giving his audience a tour of this field of
complexity economics, he discusses its implications for real-world issues
of business.
How Antitrust Failed Workers - Eric A. Posner 2021
"Antitrust law has very rarely been used by workers to challenge
anticompetitive employment practices. Yet recent empirical research
shows that labor markets are highly concentrated, and that employers
engage in practices that harm competition and suppress wages. These
practices include no-poaching agreements, wage-fixing, mergers,
covenants not to compete, and misclassification of gig workers as
independent contractors. This failure of antitrust to challenge labormarket misbehavior is due to a range of other failures-intellectual,
political, moral, and economic. And the impact of this failure has been
profound for wage levels, economic growth, and inequality. In light of the
recent empirical work, it is urgent for regulators, courts, lawyers, and
Congress to redirect antitrust resources to labor market problems. This
book offers a strategy for judicial and legislative reform"-The Executive Unbound - Eric A. Posner 2011-03-16
Ever since Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. used "imperial presidency" as a
book title, the term has become central to the debate about the balance
of power in the U.S. government. Since the presidency of George W.
Bush, when advocates of executive power such as Dick Cheney gained
ascendancy, the argument has blazed hotter than ever. Many argue the
Constitution itself is in grave danger. What is to be done? The answer,
according to legal scholars Eric Posner and Adrian Vermeule, is nothing.
In The Executive Unbound, they provide a bracing challenge to
conventional wisdom, arguing that a strong presidency is inevitable in
the modern world. Most scholars, they note, object to today's level of
executive power because it varies so dramatically from the vision of the
framers. But there is nothing in our system of checks and balances that
intrinsically generates order or promotes positive arrangements. In fact,
the greater complexity of the modern world produces a concentration of
power, particularly in the White House. The authors chart the rise of
executive authority straight through to the Obama presidency. Political,
cultural and social restraints, they argue, have been more effective in
preventing dictatorship than any law. The executive-centered state tends
to generate political checks that substitute for the legal checks of the
Madisonian constitution.
The Working Life - Joanne B. Ciulla 2001-03-20
EXPLORING AND EXPLODING OUR NOTIONS OF WORK Joanne B.
Ciulla, a noted scholar in Leadership and Ethics, examines why so many
people today have let their jobs take over their lives. Technology was
supposed to free us from work, but instead we work longer hours-often
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tethered to the office at home by cell phones and e-mail. People still look
to work for self-fulfillment, community, and identity, but these things
may be increasingly difficult to find in today's workplace. Gone is the
social contract where employees and employers shared a sense of mutual
loyalty, yet many of us still sacrifice personal time for jobs that we could
lose at the drop of a stock price. Tracing the evolution of the meaning of
work from Aesop to Dilbert, and critically examining the past 100 years
of management practices, Ciulla asks questions that we often willfully
ignore at our own peril. *When you are on your deathbed, will you wish
you had spent more time at the office? *Why do we define ourselves by
our jobs rather than by other activities we do outside of work? *What can
employers and employees promise each other in today's business
environment? Provocative and entertaining, The Working Life challenges
us to think about the meaning of work and its impact on our lives.
One Billion Americans - Matthew Yglesias 2020-09-15
NATIONAL BESTSELLER What would actually make America great:
more people. If the most challenging crisis in living memory has shown
us anything, it’s that America has lost the will and the means to lead. We
can’t compete with the huge population clusters of the global
marketplace by keeping our population static or letting it diminish, or
with our crumbling transit and unaffordable housing. The winner in the
future world is going to have more—more ideas, more ambition, more
utilization of resources, more people. Exactly how many Americans do we
need to win? According to Matthew Yglesias, one billion. From one of our
foremost policy writers, One Billion Americans is the provocative yet
logical argument that if we aren’t moving forward, we’re losing. Vox
founder Yglesias invites us to think bigger, while taking the problems of
decline seriously. What really contributes to national prosperity should
not be controversial: supporting parents and children, welcoming
immigrants and their contributions, and exploring creative policies that
support growth—like more housing, better transportation, improved
education, revitalized welfare, and climate change mitigation. Drawing
on examples and solutions from around the world, Yglesias shows not
only that we can do this, but why we must. Making the case for massive
population growth with analytic rigor and imagination, One Billion
Americans issues a radical but undeniable challenge: Why not do it all,
and stay on top forever?
The Shock Doctrine - Naomi Klein 2010-04-01
The bestselling author of No Logo shows how the global "free market"
has exploited crises and shock for three decades, from Chile to Iraq In
her groundbreaking reporting, Naomi Klein introduced the term
"disaster capitalism." Whether covering Baghdad after the U.S.
occupation, Sri Lanka in the wake of the tsunami, or New Orleans postKatrina, she witnessed something remarkably similar. People still reeling
from catastrophe were being hit again, this time with economic "shock
treatment," losing their land and homes to rapid-fire corporate
makeovers. The Shock Doctrine retells the story of the most dominant
ideology of our time, Milton Friedman's free market economic revolution.
In contrast to the popular myth of this movement's peaceful global
victory, Klein shows how it has exploited moments of shock and extreme
violence in order to implement its economic policies in so many parts of
the world from Latin America and Eastern Europe to South Africa,
Russia, and Iraq. At the core of disaster capitalism is the use of
cataclysmic events to advance radical privatization combined with the
privatization of the disaster response itself. Klein argues that by
capitalizing on crises, created by nature or war, the disaster capitalism
complex now exists as a booming new economy, and is the violent
culmination of a radical economic project that has been incubating for
fifty years.
Radical Markets - Eric A. Posner 2019-10-08
Revolutionary ideas on how to use markets to achieve fairness and
prosperity for all Many blame today's economic inequality, stagnation,
and political instability on the free market. The solution is to rein in the
market, right? Radical Markets turns this thinking on its head. With a
new foreword by Ethereum creator Vitalik Buterin and virtual reality
pioneer Jaron Lanier as well as a new afterword by Eric Posner and Glen
Weyl, this provocative book reveals bold new ways to organize markets
for the good of everyone. It shows how the emancipatory force of
genuinely open, free, and competitive markets can reawaken the
dormant nineteenth-century spirit of liberal reform and lead to greater
equality, prosperity, and cooperation. Only by radically expanding the
scope of markets can we reduce inequality, restore robust economic
growth, and resolve political conflicts. But to do that, we must replace
our most sacred institutions with truly free and open
competition—Radical Markets shows how.
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Markets without Limits - Jason F. Brennan 2015-08-20
May you sell your vote? May you sell your kidney? May gay men pay
surrogates to bear them children? May spouses pay each other to watch
the kids, do the dishes, or have sex? Should we allow the rich to
genetically engineer gifted, beautiful children? Should we allow betting
markets on terrorist attacks and natural disasters? Most people shudder
at the thought. To put some goods and services for sale offends human
dignity. If everything is commodified, then nothing is sacred. The market
corrodes our character. Or so most people say. In Markets without
Limits, Jason Brennan and Peter Jaworski give markets a fair hearing.
The market does not introduce wrongness where there was not any
previously. Thus, the authors claim, the question of what rightfully may
be bought and sold has a simple answer: if you may do it for free, you
may do it for money. Contrary to the conservative consensus, they claim
there are no inherent limits to what can be bought and sold, but only
restrictions on how we buy and sell.
Climate Change Justice - Eric A. Posner 2010-02-22
A provocative contribution to the climate justice debate Climate change
and justice are so closely associated that many people take it for granted
that a global climate treaty should—indeed, must—directly address both
issues together. But, in fact, this would be a serious mistake, one that, by
dooming effective international limits on greenhouse gases, would
actually make the world's poor and developing nations far worse off. This
is the provocative and original argument of Climate Change Justice. Eric
Posner and David Weisbach strongly favor both a climate change
agreement and efforts to improve economic justice. But they make a
powerful case that the best—and possibly only—way to get an effective
climate treaty is to exclude measures designed to redistribute wealth or
address historical wrongs against underdeveloped countries. In clear
language, Climate Change Justice proposes four basic principles for
designing the only kind of climate treaty that will work—a forwardlooking agreement that requires every country to make greenhouse-gas
reductions but still makes every country better off in its own view. This
kind of treaty has the best chance of actually controlling climate change
and improving the welfare of people around the world.
The Republic of Beliefs - Kaushik Basu 2020-12-08
"[This book] argues that the traditional economic analysis of the law has
significant flaws and has failed to answer certain critical questions
satisfactorily. Why are good laws drafted but never implemented? When
laws are unenforced, is it a failure of the law or the enforcers? And, most
important, considering that laws are simply words on paper, why are
they effective? Basu offers a provocative alternative to how the
relationship between economics and real-world law enforcement should
be understood. Basu summarizes standard, neoclassical law and
economics before looking at the weaknesses underlying the discipline.
Bringing modern game theory to bear, he develops a 'focal point'
approach, modeling not just the self-interested actions of the citizens
who must follow laws but also the functionaries of the state: the
politicians, judges, and bureaucrats enforcing them. He demonstrates
the connections between social norms and the law and shows how well
conceived ideas can change and benefit human behavior. For example,
bribe givers and takers will collude when they are treated equally under
the law. And in food support programs, vouchers should be given directly
to the poor to prevent shop owners from selling subsidized rations on the
open market. Basu provides a new paradigm for the ways that law and
economics interact: a framework applicable to both less developed
countries and the developed world"--Jacket.
Humanizing the Economy - John Restakis 2010-11-02
How the largest social movement in history is making the world a better
place.
Pricing Lives - W. Kip Viscusi 2020-10-06
How society’s undervaluing of life puts all of us at risk—and the
groundbreaking economic measure that can fix it Like it or not,
sometimes we need to put a monetary value on people's lives. In the past,
government agencies used the financial "cost of death" to monetize the
mortality risks of regulatory policies, but this method vastly undervalued
life. Pricing Lives tells the story of how the government came to adopt an
altogether different approach--the value of a statistical life, or VSL—and
persuasively shows how its more widespread use could create a safer
and more equitable society for everyone. In the 1980s, W. Kip Viscusi
used the method to demonstrate that the benefits of requiring businesses
to label hazardous chemicals immensely outweighed the costs. VSL is the
risk-reward trade-off that people make about their health when
considering risky job choices. With it, Viscusi calculated how much more
money workers would demand to take on hazardous jobs, boosting
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calculated benefits by an order of magnitude. His current estimate of the
value of a statistical life is $10 million. In this book, Viscusi provides a
comprehensive look at all aspects of economic and policy efforts to price
lives, including controversial topics such as whether older people's lives
are worth less and richer people's lives are worth more. He explains why
corporations need to abandon the misguided cost-of-death approach, how
the courts can profit from increased application of VSL in assessing
liability and setting damages, and how other countries consistently
undervalue risks to life. Pricing Lives proposes sensible economic
guideposts to foster more protective policies and greater levels of safety
in the United States and throughout the world.
From Poverty to Power - Duncan Green 2008
Offers a look at the causes and effects of poverty and inequality, as well
as the possible solutions. This title features research, human stories,
statistics, and compelling arguments. It discusses about the world we
live in and how we can make it a better place.
The Common-Ownership Self-Assessed Tax and the current state of
Harberger taxation - Ulrich Roschitsch 2019-07-25
Seminar paper from the year 2019 in the subject Business economics Accounting and Taxes, grade: 1.0, University of Mannheim (Department
of Economics), course: New Approaches to Economic and Public Policy,
language: English, abstract: This paper aims at providing a concise
description of the current state of the discussion around the mechanism
of Harberger taxation, and Posner & Weyl’s proposal to universally
implement it. In a second part, some thoughts on the consequences of a
particularly relevant concern are explored: the failure of agents to assess
the value of their property. This might lead to the Harberger tax placing
potentially rather different effective tax rates on asset owners,
depending on their personal characteristics. In their book "Radical
markets: Uprooting capitalism and democracy for a just society", based
on a series of papers by the authors and affiliates, Eric Posner and Glen
Weyl introduce the idea of partial common ownership: every asset in the
economy is constantly auctioned through a mechanism that has been
existent in a small strand of literature for quite some time—Harberger
taxation. The mechanism has been endorsed by some scholars for its
combination of simplicity and incentive compatibility (regarding truthful
revelation of valuations), enabling the economy to move to a state of
higher allocative efficiency. Other scholars have pointed to some
practical, but fundamental issues that might cripple a system of universal
Harberger taxation (such as failure to assess value).
Raced Markets - Lisa Tilley 2021-05-31
Despite rich archives of work on race and the global economy, most
notably by scholars of colour and Global South intellectuals, the
discipline of Political Economy has largely avoided an honest
confrontation with how race works within the domains it studies, not
least within markets. By way of corrective, this book draws together
scholarship on the material function of race at various scales in the
global political economy. The collective provocation of the contributors
to this volume is that race has been integral to the formation of
capitalism – as extensively laid out by the racial capitalism literature –
and takes on new forms in the novel market spaces of neoliberalism. The
chapters within this volume also reinforce that the current political
conjuncture, marked by the ascension of neo-fascist power, cannot be
defined by an exceptional intrusion of racism, nor can its racism be
dismissed as epiphenomenal. Raced Markets will be of great value to
scholars, students, and researchers interested in political economy and
racial capitalism as well as those willing to explore how race takes on
new forms in the novel market spaces of contemporary neoliberalism.
The chapters in this book were originally published as a special issue of
the New Political Economy.
The Second Media Age - Mark Poster 2018-03-08
This book examines the implications of new communication technologies
in the light of the most recent work in social and cultural theory and
argues that new developments in electronic media, such as the Internet
and Virtual Reality, justify the designation of a "second media age".
Between Truth and Power - Julie E. Cohen 2019
This work explores the relationships between legal institutions and
political and economic transformation. It argues that as law is enlisted to
help produce the profound economic and sociotechnical shifts that have
accompanied the emergence of the informational economy, it is changing
in fundamental ways.
Radical Markets - Eric A. Posner 2018-05-15
Revolutionary ideas on how to use markets to bring about fairness and
prosperity for all Many blame today's economic inequality, stagnation,
and political instability on the free market. The solution is to rein in the
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market, right? Radical Markets turns this thinking—and pretty much all
conventional thinking about markets, both for and against—on its head.
The book reveals bold new ways to organize markets for the good of
everyone. It shows how the emancipatory force of genuinely open, free,
and competitive markets can reawaken the dormant nineteenth-century
spirit of liberal reform and lead to greater equality, prosperity, and
cooperation. Eric Posner and Glen Weyl demonstrate why private
property is inherently monopolistic, and how we would all be better off if
private ownership were converted into a public auction for public
benefit. They show how the principle of one person, one vote inhibits
democracy, suggesting instead an ingenious way for voters to effectively
influence the issues that matter most to them. They argue that every
citizen of a host country should benefit from immigration—not just
migrants and their capitalist employers. They propose leveraging
antitrust laws to liberate markets from the grip of institutional investors
and creating a data labor movement to force digital monopolies to
compensate people for their electronic data. Only by radically expanding
the scope of markets can we reduce inequality, restore robust economic
growth, and resolve political conflicts. But to do that, we must replace
our most sacred institutions with truly free and open
competition—Radical Markets shows how.
Foundations of Social Choice Theory - Jon Elster (red.) 1989-11-24
First published in 1986, this volume of essays offers an examination of
the philosophical foundations of social choice theory, in its context as the
outgrowth of welfare economics. The essays advance both criticisms and
suggestions for alternative approaches.
After the Flood - Edward L. Glaeser 2017-03-23
The past three decades have been characterized by vast change and
crises in global financial markets—and not in politically unstable
countries but in the heart of the developed world, from the Great
Recession in the United States to the banking crises in Japan and the
Eurozone. As we try to make sense of what caused these crises and how
we might reduce risk factors and prevent recurrence, the fields of
finance and economics have also seen vast change, as scholars and
researchers have advanced their thinking to better respond to the recent
crises. A momentous collection of the best recent scholarship, After the
Flood illustrates both the scope of the crises’ impact on our
understanding of global financial markets and the innovative processes
whereby scholars have adapted their research to gain a greater
understanding of them. Among the contributors are José Scheinkman and
Lars Peter Hansen, who bring up to date decades of collaborative
research on the mechanisms that tie financial markets to the broader
economy; Patrick Bolton, who argues that limiting bankers’ pay may be
more effective than limiting the activities they can undertake; Edward
Glaeser and Bruce Sacerdote, who study the social dynamics of markets;
and E. Glen Weyl, who argues that economists are influenced by the
incentives their consulting opportunities create.
How China Became Capitalist - R. Coase 2016-04-30
How China Became Capitalist details the extraordinary, and often
unanticipated, journey that China has taken over the past thirty five
years in transforming itself from a closed agrarian socialist economy to
an indomitable economic force in the international arena. The authors
revitalise the debate around the rise of the Chinese economy through the
use of primary sources, persuasively arguing that the reforms
implemented by the Chinese leaders did not represent a concerted
attempt to create a capitalist economy, and that it was 'marginal
revolutions' that introduced the market and entrepreneurship back to
China. Lessons from the West were guided by the traditional Chinese
principle of 'seeking truth from facts'. By turning to capitalism, China reembraced her own cultural roots. How China Became Capitalist
challenges received wisdom about the future of the Chinese economy,
warning that while China has enormous potential for further growth, the
future is clouded by the government's monopoly of ideas and power.
Coase and Wang argue that the development of a market for ideas which
has a long and revered tradition in China would be integral in bringing
about the Chinese dream of social harmony.
The Inglorious Years - Daniel Cohen 2021-05-18
The book describes how today's postindustrial society is transforming us
all into sequences of data that can be manipulated by algorithms from
anywhere on the planet. As yesterday's assembly line was replaced by
working online, the leftist protests of the 1960s have given way to angry
protests by the populist right. The author demonstrates how the digital
economy creates the same mix of promises and disappointments as the
old industrial order, and how it revives questions about society that are
as relevant to us today as they were to the ancients
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The Licit Life of Capitalism - Hannah Appel 2019-12-13
The Licit Life of Capitalism is both an account of a specific capitalist
project—U.S. oil companies working off the shores of Equatorial
Guinea—and a sweeping theorization of more general forms and
processes that facilitate diverse capitalist projects around the world.
Hannah Appel draws on extensive fieldwork with managers and rig
workers, lawyers and bureaucrats, the expat wives of American oil
executives and the Equatoguinean women who work in their homes, to
turn conventional critiques of capitalism on their head, arguing that
market practices do not merely exacerbate inequality; they are made by
it. People and places differentially valued by gender, race, and colonial
histories are the terrain on which the rules of capitalist economy are
built. Appel shows how the corporate form and the contract, offshore rigs
and economic theory are the assemblages of liberalism and race,
expertise and gender, technology and domesticity that enable the licit
life of capitalism—practices that are legally sanctioned, widely
replicated, and ordinary, at the same time as they are messy, contested,
and, arguably, indefensible.
Habeas Corpus in Wartime - Amanda L. Tyler 2017-11-01
Habeas Corpus in Wartime unearths and presents a comprehensive
account of the legal and political history of habeas corpus in wartime in
the Anglo-American legal tradition. The book begins by tracing the
origins of the habeas privilege in English law, giving special attention to
the English Habeas Corpus Act of 1679, which limited the scope of
executive detention and used the machinery of the English courts to
enforce its terms. It also explores the circumstances that led Parliament
to invent the concept of suspension as a tool for setting aside the
protections of the Habeas Corpus Act in wartime. Turning to the United
States, the book highlights how the English suspension framework
greatly influenced the development of early American habeas law before
and after the American Revolution and during the Founding period, when
the United States Constitution enshrined a habeas privilege in its
Suspension Clause. The book then chronicles the story of the habeas
privilege and suspension over the course of American history, giving
special attention to the Civil War period. The final chapters explore how
the challenges posed by modern warfare during the twentieth and
twenty-first centuries have placed great strain on the previously wellsettled understanding of the role of the habeas privilege and suspension
in American constitutional law, particularly during World War II when
the United States government detained tens of thousands of Japanese
American citizens and later during the War on Terror. Throughout, the
book draws upon a wealth of original and heretofore untapped historical
resources to shed light on the purpose and role of the Suspension Clause
in the United States Constitution, revealing all along that many of the
questions that arise today regarding the scope of executive power to
arrest and detain in wartime are not new ones.
The Demagogue's Playbook - Eric A. Posner 2020-06-30
A New York Times Book Review Editor's Pick What Happens to
Democracy When a Demagogue Comes to Power? "It is hard to imagine
understanding the Trump presidency and its significance without reading
this book.” —Bob Bauer, Former Chief Counsel to President Barack
Obama What—and who—is a demagogue? How did America’s Founders
envision the presidency? What should a constitutional democracy look
like—and how can it be fixed when it appears to be broken? Something is
definitely wrong with Donald Trump’s presidency, but what exactly? The
extraordinary negative reaction to Trump’s election—by conservative
intellectuals, liberals, Democrats, and global leaders alike—goes beyond
ordinary partisan and policy disagreements. It reflects genuine fear
about the vitality of our constitutional system. The Founders, reaching
back to classical precedents, feared that their experiment in mass selfgovernment could produce a demagogue: a charismatic ruler who would
gain and hold on to power by manipulating the public rather than by
advancing the public good. President Trump, who has played to the mob
and attacked institutions from the judiciary to the press, appears to
embody these ideas. How can we move past his rhetoric and maintain
faith in our great nation? In The Demagogue’s Playbook, acclaimed legal
scholar Eric A. Posner offers a blueprint for how America can prevent the
rise of another demagogue and protect the features of a democracy that
help it thrive—and restore national greatness, for one and all. “Cuts
through the hyperbole and hysteria that often distorts assessments of our
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republic, particularly at this time.” —Alan Taylor, winner of the 2014
Pulitzer Prize for History
The Twilight of Human Rights Law - Eric Posner 2014-10-01
Countries solemnly intone their commitment to human rights, and they
ratify endless international treaties and conventions designed to signal
that commitment. At the same time, there has been no marked decrease
in human rights violations, even as the language of human rights has
become the dominant mode of international moral criticism. Well-known
violators like Libya, Saudi Arabia, and Sudan have sat on the U.N.
Council on Human Rights. But it's not just the usual suspects that
flagrantly disregard the treaties. Brazil pursues extrajudicial killings.
South Africa employs violence against protestors. India tolerate child
labor and slavery. The United States tortures. In The Twilight of Human
Rights Law--the newest addition to Oxford's highly acclaimed Inalienable
Rights series edited by Geoffrey Stone--the eminent legal scholar Eric A.
Posner argues that purposefully unenforceable human rights treaties are
at the heart of the world's failure to address human rights violations.
Because countries fundamentally disagree about what the public good
requires and how governments should allocate limited resources in order
to advance it, they have established a regime that gives them maximum
flexibility--paradoxically characterized by a huge number of vague human
rights that encompass nearly all human activity, along with weak
enforcement machinery that churns out new rights but cannot enforce
any of them. Posner looks to the foreign aid model instead, contending
that we should judge compliance by comprehensive, concrete metrics
like poverty reduction, instead of relying on ambiguous, weak, and easily
manipulated checklists of specific rights. With a powerful thesis, a
concise overview of the major developments in international human
rights law, and discussions of recent international human rights-related
controversies, The Twilight of Human Rights Law is an indispensable
contribution to this important area of international law from a leading
scholar in the field.
Economics as Ideology - Kenneth R. Hoover 2003-08-25
Economics as Ideology: Keynes, Laski, Hayek and the Creation of
Contemporary Politics explores the lives and thought of three powerful
theorists who shaped the foundations of the center, left, and right of the
political spectrum in the 20th century. Noted scholar Kenneth R. Hoover
examines how each thinker developed their ideas, looks at why and how
their views evolved into ideologies, and draws connections between
these ideologies and our contemporary political situation. Similar in age,
colleagues in academic life, and participants in the century's defining
political events, the story of Keynes, Laski, and Hayek is also the story of
how we in the west came to define politics as the choice between
government and the market, between regulation and freedom, and
between the classes and the masses.
The Economics of Control - Abba Ptachya Lerner 1944
Innovative State - Aneesh Chopra 2015-05-12
Over the last twenty years, our economy and our society have been
completely revolutionized by technology. As Aneesh Chopra shows in
Innovative State, once it became clear how much this would change
America, a movement arose around the idea that these same
technologies could reshape and improve government. But the idea
languished, and while the private sector innovated, our government
stalled. The election of Barack Obama offered a new opportunity. In
2009, Aneesh Chopra was named the first Chief Technology Officer of
the United States. Previously the Secretary of Technology for Virginia
and managing director for a health care think tank, Chopra led the
administration’s initiatives for a more open, tech-savvy government. In
Innovative State, he draws on this experience and interviews with policy
experts and tech insiders to offer an absorbing look at how government
can establish a new paradigm for the internet era and allow us to tackle
our most challenging problems, from economic development to veteran
affairs.
Eurotragedy - Ashoka Mody 2018
EuroTragedy is an incisive exploration of the tragedy of how the
European push for integration was based on illusions and delusions
pursued in the face of warnings that the pursuit of unity was based on
weak foundations.
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